H E L P U S S AV E O U R K I D S
On February 17, 1997, seven year old Callie Rohr was diagnosed with a
brain tumor. Her life and the lives of all her family changed dramatically
forever from that day forward. For two and one half years Callie battled
with her tumor, enduring multiple surgeries, radiation, and rehabilitation
therapies. A brain tumor is unlike other cancers affecting the person as a
whole, not just a part of the body that can be removed. On July 15,
1999, five days before her 10th birthday, Callie lost her battle and went
to heaven. Each year more than 40,000 adults and 3000 children will be
diagnosed with a primary brain tumor. Brain tumors are the number one
medical killer of our children. These are some pretty astounding numbers.
This disease does not discriminate, it can affect anyone, anywhere, anytime. It attacks all ages, races and classes. Come be a part of this wonderful event and help Callie's belief in a cure become a reality. It's a
battle no one, especially a child, should have to endure.

Callie R ohr Memorial Canoe and K a y ak R ace

A ugust 28, 2021

What: A 14, 8, or 1 1/2 mile Charity Canoe and Kayak Race.
Spend the day enjoying the race, 3 meals, pig roast, and the live auction!
Everyone is welcome! Rain or shine festivities in large pavillion.
Why: To find a cure for pediatric brain tumors - #1 medical killer of our precious kids.
Where: On the beautiful and historic Headwaters of the Wisconsin River
Rohr’s Wilderness Tours, Conover, WI Contact Jeff or Marcia Rohr
Don’t miss the Race Start and Finish, Race Breakfast, Lunch, Pig Roast, Great Auction,
Live Music, Pro-racers, Awards, Paddle for a Cure and lots of Fun.
Check the website www.RWTCanoe.com for more information.

Have some fun! Make a Difference! Show our kids you Care!
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